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Gram negative cell walls



 Gram negative cells

decolorize during the

gram stain and appear

pink due to retention of

the counterstain safranin.
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The Gram Stain



• Consist of a relatively thin

layer of peptidoglycan .

• Contain a periplasmic

space which contains

digestive enzymes and

other transport proteins



The Gram-negative outer membrane(1)



The Outer Membrane of Gram-negative 

Bacteria

• The Gram-negative Bacteria

have a complex outer

membrane consisting from;

• Lipopolysaccharide.

• outer membrane proteins

(porin).

• Lipoprotein. connect the outer

membrane to the peptidoglycan

• Phospholipids are located 

mainly in the inner layer of the 

outer membrane



The periplasmic space

• The periplasmic space is

the region between the outer

surface of the inner (plasma)

membrane and the inner

surface of the outer

membrane which is the

sit ,in some Gram-negative

bacteria , of enzymes called

B-lactamases that degrade

penicillin and other B-lactam

drugs.



Lipopolysaccharide
• referred to by medical

microbiologists as endotoxin

because of its toxic effects in

human and play a role in infection

by any Gram-negative bacterium.

The structure of bacterial

Lipopolysaccharide composed

from three distinct units :

– Lipid A, The toxic component

of endotoxin (LPS)

– The O-specific polysaccharide

may provide for adherence or

resistance to phagocytosis, in

the same manner as fimbriae

and capsules. The O

polysaccharide (also referred

to as the O antigen) also

accounts for multiple

antigenic types (serotypes)

among Gram-negative

bacterial pathogens.

– A core polysaccharide.



The Role of Gram-Negative Cell Wall Components to the Initiation 

of Body Defenses 

• LPS, porins, and fragments of peptidoglycan are PAMPs

associated with the cell wall of gram-negative bacteria. In

addition, bacteria and other microorganisms also possess

mannose-rich glycans (short carbohydrate chains with the

sugar mannose or fructose as the terminal sugar) that function

as PAMPs. These mannose-rich glycans are common in

microbial glycoproteins and glycolipids but rare in those of

humans).

• These PAMPS bind to pattern-recognition receptors or

PRRs on a variety of defense cells of the body and triggers

innate immune defenses such as inflammation, fever, and

phagocytosis.





The Cytoplasmic Membrane

• The bacterial membrane is composed of

40 percent phospholipid and 60 percent

protein. The phospholipids are

amphoteric molecules, meaning

they have a water-soluble

hydrophilic region (the glycerol

"head") attached to two insoluble

hydrophobic fatty acid "tails



Functions of the Cytoplasmic Membrane

1. Osmotic or permeability barrier The bacterial membrane freely allows passage of 

water and a few small uncharged molecules (less than molecular weight of 100 daltons).

2- Location of transport systems for specific solutes (nutrients and ions). 

-
3- Energy generating functions, The membrane is the location of electron transport 
systems (ETS) used to produce energy during photosynthesis and respiration, and it is 
the location of an enzyme called ATP synthetase (ATPase) which is used to synthesize 
ATP. 

4. Synthesis of membrane lipids (including lipopolysaccharide in       Gram-negative 
cells).

5.Synthesis of murein (cell wall peptidoglycan).

6. Coordination of DNA replication and segregation with septum formation and cell 
division.

7. Location of specialized enzyme systems, such as for CO2 fixation, nitrogen fixation.



• Operation of bacterial transport

systems. Bacterial transport

systems are operated by membrane

proteins, also called carriers or

permeases. Facilitated diffusion is a

carrier-mediated system that does

not require energy and does not

concentrate solutes against a

gradient. Active transport systems

use energy and are able to

concentrate molecules against a

concentration gradient. Group

translocation systems also use

chemical energy during transport

but they are distinguished from

active transport because they

modify the solute during its

passage across the membrane.

Most solutes in bacteria are

transported by active transport

systems.



The Cytoplasm

 The cytoplasmic constituents of

bacterial cells invariably include

the procaryotic chromosome

(nucleoid), ribosomes, and several

hundred proteins and enzymes.

 Bacterial Chromosome Structure



Prokaryotic cells (bacteria) contain 

their chromosome as 

circular DNA. Usually the entire 

genome is a single circle, but often 

there are extra circles called 

plasmids. The DNA is packaged by 

DNA-binding proteins. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:ADN_animation.gif


The bacterial chromosome and 

supercoiling



Structure of DNA

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:ADN_animation.gif


Genome Organization

The bacterial chromosome is a circular molecule of DNA
that functions as a self-replicating genetic element
(replicon).

Extrachromosomal genetic elements such as plasmids and
bacteriophages are nonessential replicons which often
determine resistance to antimicrobial agents, production of
virulence factors, or other functions.

The chromosome replicates semiconservatively; each DNA
strand serves as template for synthesis of its
complementary strand.



plasmids

extrachromosomal pieces of DNA either transmissible or non
transmissible

An obvious way of classifying plasmids is by function. There are 
five main classes:

• Fertility-(F)plasmids, which contain tra-genes. They are capable 
of conjugation. 

• Resistance-(R)plasmids, which contain genes that can build a 
resistance against antibiotics or poisons. Historically known as 
R-factors, before the nature of plasmids was understood. 

• Col-plasmids, which contain genes that code for (determine the 
production of) colicines, proteins that can kill other bacteria. 

• Degrative plasmids, which enable the digestion of unusual 
substances, e.g., salicylic acid. 

• Virulence plasmids, which turn the bacterium into a pathogen. 

Plasmids can belong to more than one of these functional groups.
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Ribosomes

The ribosomes of procaryotes

are smaller than cytoplasmic

ribosomes of eucaryotes.

Procaryotic ribosomes are 70S

in size, being composed of 30S

and 50S subunits. The 80S

ribosomes of eucaryotes are

made up of 40S and 60S

subunits. Ribosomes are

involved in the process of

translation (protein synthesis).



Spore

• Endospores are formed by two genera of

medically important bacteria(Bacillus and

clostridium) as intracellular structures,

but ultimately they are released as free

endospores.. They are highly resistant to

environmental stresses such as high

temperature (some endospores can be

boiled for hours and retain their viability),

irradiation, strong acids, disinfectants,

etc. this resistance may be mediated by

dipicolonic acid ,a calcium ion chelator

found only in spore.. Endospores are

formed by vegetative cells in response to

environmental signals(in process called

sporulation) that indicate a limiting factor

for vegetative growth, such as

exhaustion of an essential nutrient. They

germinate and become vegetative cells

when the environmental stress is

relieved. Hence, endospore-formation is

a mechanism of survival rather than a

mechanism of reproduction.



• After the active growth period approaching 

the stationary growth phase, a structure 

called forespore develops within the cells. 

• It consists of coat, cortex and nuclear 

structure.

The process of endospore 

formation
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Comparison of the thick cell wall of Gram-positive 

bacteria with the comparatively thin cell wall of Gram-

negative bacteria


